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OFFICE OF 

WALLACE C. SIEH 
County Attorney 

MOWER COUNTY, MINNESOTA 

COURT HOUSE 

AUSTIN, MINN. 55912 
507 .437.4192 

December 19, 1974 

Mr. John C. McCarthy 
Clerk of Supreme Court 
230 State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota, 55101 

Dear Mr. McCarthy: Re: Proposed Rules of Criminal Procedure 

I enclose Petition in Opposition with Proof of Service. 

I will be preeent at the Courtroom in the State Capitol at 9:30 A.M. 
January 31, 1975 and wait to be heard. 

County Attorney 

WCS/mj 

Ehlcs. (2) 



AFFIDAVIT 3r” SXRVICE BY UIL 

@‘ATE OF XLK32ZXITA .’ 
. * 

ss 
CfWTY OF XKER . 

Marcia Johnson . 
being first dQ morn on oath, 

deposes and says that on the ‘9” day of December . I . 

1’9 74 , the attached PETITION IN OPPOSITION .' - 

w&s duly served on the persons and attorneys hereinafter namd by . 
&zing a true and correct copy thereof in a sealed envelop, 

ppstage prepaid o and by deposit. of same in the United States 

nuai.1 at Austin, l~nnesota, proprly addremxd to the following at 

the addrksses spcified. Mr. Frank-Clavbourne 
Chairman 

. 
.? Advisory Committee on Rules or Criminal Procedure 

:.. 1500 First National Bank Building 
St. Paul, Minrksota, 55101 - 
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_ $ubscribed and. sworn to before me this 

. 

_.. 
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Newer Co:nty , 
EfV Corrzission Zxpires: m 



, STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN suPm COURT 

IN RE PROPOSED RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
45507 

Petition in Opposition to 7 day and other time limits 

Your Petitioner represents: 

That he is now and has been the County Attorney for Mower County since 
about January 1, 1947. 

That he opposes the 7 day limit on the following rules: 

5.03 Requiring appearance in District Court 7 days after Co&&y Court. 
8.04 Requiring omnibus hearing 7 days after initial appearance in District Court. 
and other 3 and 4 day time limits in the rules 
For these reasons: 

1. The District Judge or County Attorney or Defense Attorney may not be 
readily available within 7 days. 

2. Much wasted effort will be spent in either arranging for the 7 day 
appearance or hearing or getting an extension. 

‘3. There is no good reason for the haste in any event. In most cases 
defendant will be on bail or otherwise released. 

4. While reasonable speed is good. Speed for speeds sake is not good. 
A. Proper consideration of most offenses requires a cooling off period 

whereby prosecutor, complainant, defense counsel, defendant, can take a 
second look at the situation. Often times this is to the defendants 
advantage because most of the time the offense doesn't seem quite as bad 
,after a cooling off period. 

B. The prosecution and defense often need more time than 7 days to 
prepare for omnibus hearing. 

5. As is well known, legal procedures and especially court appearances 
cannot be set down on a clock basis. 

6. Making these limits 20 instead of 7 days and directory and not mandatory 
or jurisdictional will avoid abortive proceedings; a provision may be made 
for prosecution or defense to get a court order speeding up proceedings 
if they are not done within a prescribed time. 

ARGUMENT 
rocedure to determine the guilt or innocence 

?ed~~~to~~\?i$%#'$&tence . The Mapp v. Ohio decision imposed heavy 
burdens on prosecution and defense counsel to accomplish a purpose of - 
~conforming to constitutional principals. Now the time limits on these rules 
will impose great additional burdens on prosecution and defense for no real 
purpose or object. The time limits have absolutely nothing to do with the 
question of whether defendant is guilty or innocent. In fact if adopted;."" 
will create such procedural problems that defendants guilt or innocence 
j#tJEf, "&l&~ pQ@** "j,j&&g&&&& - _ 

CONCLUSION 
The 7 day and other time limi%tions are needless, impractical if not 
impossible of performance and will result in effort and expense that 
could better go to the merits of the prosecution and will result in aborting 
some prosecutions. 

Wherefore Petitioner requests that the proposed rules be suitably altered 
with respect to the 7 day and other time limitations and petitioner 

e. 
Dated December 19, 1974 

I 

WALLACE C.SIEH,COUN&!ATTOREEY 
Courthouse - 
Austin, Minnesota 
Telephone (507) 437-4192 



Justice 
Suprem 
state c: 
St. Pau 

Re: 

Dear Ju 

In I 
other ti 
the aarx 

DA :kj T 
cc: 

WEGNER, WEGNER & AMERMAN 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

2308 CENTRAL AVENUE,& E. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55418 

,‘EGNER 789-8805 

WEGNER 

HERMAN 

fanuary 16, 1975 

barge M. Scott 
hurt of Minnesota 
tot 
Minnesota 

oposed Rules of Criminal Procedure, File No. 45517 

ice Scott: 

; you for your letter of JarWry 13, 1975 pointing out the 1974 amendments 
it. 1371, Section 460,059 v;hich I wa8 not aware of. 

ht of that new statute, it appears that there is no basis for my Petition, 
, my personal liking for the old order of argument, I therefore withdraw 

Yours very truly, 

r. John McCarthy 
$/‘ 

erk of the Supreme Court of Minnesota 
ate Capitol 
, Paul, Minn. 
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WEGNER, WEGNER 8s AMERMAN 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

2308 CENTRAL AVENUE, N. E. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 56418 

CARL 0. WEGNER 

JAMES L. WEGNER 

DERCK AMERMAN 

789-8805 

January 2, 1975 

Mr. John McCarthy 
Clerk of the Supreme Court of Minnesota 
State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Re: In Re Proposed :Rules of Criminal Procedure; File No. 45517 

Dear Mr. McCarthy: 

I am enclosing herewith original and eleven copies of Petition in the above 
matter. Pursuant to Order dated November 19, 1974, I herebv submit a reaue$ 
to be heard on this matter on January 31, 1975. 

----------_ ----___I 

Yours very truly, 

DA :kj r 
Enc. 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

45517 

ROPOSED RULES OF 

4LPROCEDURE 
PETITION 

undersigned Petitioner, an Attorney at Law, in the State of Minnesota, hereby 

le Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota to delete from Rule 26.03 of the 

ta Proposed Rules of Criminal Procedure, Subdivision 11 (h) and (i) and to 

:e the following: 

A.t the conclusion of the evidence, the prosecution shall commence and the 

It conclude the closing argument to the jury. 

above proposed paragraphs of the Minnesota Proposed Rules of Criminal 

re radically alter the order of argument in criminal cases in Minnesota. That 

If the Rule is in direct contradiction to Minnesota Statutes Annotated Section 

which is quoted below for reference purposes. The change in the Rule will not 

3, change in tradition in Minnesota (the statute was enacted in 1875) but would force 

Supreme Court of Minnesota a legislative function, to-wit: the amendment or 

tion of an existing statute. This is specifically prohibited in the enabling act 

Yective May 12, 1971, Minnesota Statutes A.nnotated 481. 059. 

07 Order of argument 

n the evidence shall be concluded upon the trial of any indictment, unless 
ause shall be submitted on either or both sides without argument, the plaintiff 
commence and the defendant conclude the argument to the jury. 

Respectfully submitted, 

789-8805 



CITY OF SAINT PAUL 

MUNICIPAL COURT 

JOSEPH P. SUMMERS 
JUDGE 

January 2, 1975 

Mr. Jlohn McCarthy 
Clerk, Minnesota Supreme Court 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. McCarthy: 

.Pursuant to the order of the court dated 
Novem'ber 19, 1974, I .hereby request the opportunity 
to be heard, orally, before the court, at its 
hearing Friday, January 31, 1975, regarding the, 
proposed Rules of Criminal Procedure. 

Pursuant to the court's order, I shall file a 
written brief on or before January 20, 1975. 

Sincerely, 

JPS:hk 

Judge Summers: 

Fb-+--- 
JOSEPH P. SUMMERS 

l-3-75 

We have filed the original of your letter. 
Your request is granted. At this point, there are 
only 3 others who have indicated a desire to be heard. 
Can yolu kindly file 12 copies of your brief with this 
office. 

&Mzi$%k 

Court House, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102 612 298-4759 



JOHN REb:INGTON GRAHAM 

CO”N*ELOR *t LAW 

212 WEST FKANKLIN AVLNUE 

MINNEAPOLIS. NINNLSOTA SW04 

Ibar Sir: 

I a3 sn reauest yeroPni-ki.on in oral. arwmnPn.t in the aft,emoon 
on comnulsorv 7epal efiucation. I have alrea.rJv filed a coilntt;C?T- 
netition and memorandum. A sunplc3mentaJ memorandam wi1.3. Fe filed 
on or before *he 24th of t.his mort.h. 

Thankjng: you for vonr a-btenti on $ I remain 

January 16, 1975 

Mr. Graham: 
We have filed this letter and have added your name 

to the list of those who will appear in these matters. 
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STAT2 OF MI&ESOTA 
IN SUPRXi!lE COURT 

No. 45517 

Appearance of 
John Remington Gr3.h.m: 

In re Proposed Rules 
of Crimin.al Procedure 

hAY IT PL!QG3l.X THF COURT 

1. The adoption of a comprehensive set of Minnesota Rules of Grim- 

inal Procedure is a laudable project. Yet, the matter should be ap- 

proached with considerable caution. The main deficiency in our present 

system Is that it consists of a patchwork of statutes, custom, and case 

law, which is not officially integrated. Even so, this disadvantage is 

fairly insignificant, because the state bench and bar have been favored 

with excellent, scholarly, and systematic treatises by Mssrs. Jones and 

McCarr. Mo reovel? , the piecemeal character of our current procedure is 

really a reflection of careful development over a long period of time, 

in consequence of which what we now have, though imperfect, is gener- 

ally established, understandable, fair, and workable. Why then should 

we be so anxious to adopt a new set of rules, so vastly complex and 

innovative as proposed b;y the .Advisory Committee? It is an old adage 

that haste makes waste. What exists has borne the test of experience. 

The proposal before the Court is actually a complicated compromise of 

various points of view, often resulting in sweeping changes of questian- 

able constitutionality and practicality, as well as radical departures 

from traditional notions of the common law, such as the abolition of 

preliminary hearings and informations, reciprocal pre-trial discovery, 

reversed. order of final arguments at trial, etc. 

This writer would have preferred either an attempted codification 

of present procedure subject to a few ameliorative changes; or else, 

if extensive modernization be deemed desirable, adoption of the federal 

rules, which are ,a sound and simple blend of the old ,and the new, with 

various modificat:lons adapted to our court structure. No urgency re- 

quires immediate adoption. Further study is needed, but if th%s.:Court 

be disposed to adopt the proposed rules, substantially as suggested, 

certain alterations are urged. Unfortunately, this writer has had in- 

sufficient time to formulate comprehensive counter-proposals, but it 

is hoped that the following commentary will be useful.. 

-l- 
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2. Proposed Rule 2.02, as it stands, invariably requires the 

approval of a prosecutor before a complaint c,an issue, unless the pros- 

ecutor be unavailable and process must issue at once. Suppose, how- 

ever, that a just complaint is made, but the prosecutor fails to acf;? 

Some remedy should certainly be available to prevent abuse of discre- 

tion not to prosecute, particularly in matters of political corruption. 

Under present pr'ocedures, such a situation may be remedied by direct 

application to and complaint before a magistrate, Minnesota Statutes, 

Sections 487.25 Subd. 3 and 633.03; by grand jury indictment or pre- 

sentment, Minnesota Statutes 628.01 et seq.; and, in the limited case 

of an unfair campaiLgn practice, appointment of a special -prosecutor, 

or possibly writ of quo warranto, Minnesota Statutes, Section 211.33. 

The Committee Comment appears to affirm that any complaint not endorsed 

by a prosecutor and not requiring immediate issuance, no matter how 

proper9 would be invalid under Proposed Rule 2.02. Reliance on grand 

jury procedures would often be inadequate. The provision for unfair 

campaign practices is too strong for universal application. It is 

suggested, therefore, that an additional proviso be added to Proposed 

Rule 2.02, to wit: that if a magistrate find that a private complaknt, 

in which accusation by indictment or presentment be unnecessary, be 

proper, just, and based on probable cause; and that refusal of.prose- 

tutorial endorsement amount to abuse of discretion, then the complaint 

shall be valid, and process by warrant or summons may issue, and if 

abuse of prosecutorial discretion be egregious, a private counsel may 

be retained by the complainant, or be appointed if he be indigent, to 

act as prosecutor z hat vice. -- This would defer to the spirit of the 

,$lB.A Standards requiring primary prosecutorial responsibility in the 

commencement of criminal proceedings, and it would stiffen present 

requirements for private institution thereof; yet, it would provide a 

remedy for prosecutorial abuse of discretion be it mere error of judg- 

ment or political corruption. 

3. There are serious constitutional deficiencies in Proposed Rule 

17.02 Subd. 3. The fundamental guarantee of informative accusation 

includes an assured degree of clarity. The essentials of form in com- 

mon law pleading must characterize a complaint, information, or indict- 

ment. Minnesota Constitution of 1974, Article I, Section 6; United 

States Constitution, Amendments VI and XIV; Twining v. New Jersey, 211 

-2- 
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ups. 
73 at 100-101 (1908); Russell 1. *United states, 369 U.S. 749 

(1962); United states II. Carll, lo5 U.S. 611 (1881); United States 

v. $immons, 96 U .s. 360 (1387); United States v. Cruikshank 92 U.S. - 
542 (1875); Bins; V. United States, 331 F. 2d 390 (5 Cir* 1964); %L!?- -- - 
s v. United st,~+,t~g, 73 F. 2d 795 (10 Cir- 1934); creel_ V* Unite?! 

States, 21 F. 261 690 (8 cir. 1927). This, of course, means that crim- 

inal accusations must be free from duplicity, ambiguity, ar#umentation* 

prolixity, le,gal conclusion, etc. In other words, a criminal accusa- 

tion must be a direct, specific statement of ultim.ate fact; when mul- 

tiple crimes are charged, the facts constituting each offense must be 

distinctly alleged in a separate count. 

Proposed Rule 17.02 Subd. 3 is problematical in that it permits 

several degrees of the same offense, each of which is a separate 

crime, to be charged in a single count. It also permits a count 

chsrging an offtense to include implicitly lesser included offenses. 

In both of these particulars, the proposed rules permit duplicity of 

accusation, which is unconstitutional. Moreover, the proposed rule 

is unduly proli:x. This can be remedied by displacing everything af- 

ter the first two sentences in the proposed rule, with the following 

language: "Each count must charge only one offense. Allegations made 

in one count may be incorporated by reference in another count. Each 

offense, each degree of each offense, each lesser included offense9 

and each alternati.ve means of committing the same offense, must be 

charged in a separate count." This would simplify and clarify the 

rule, RS well as eliminate constitutional problems, and m&e pleas of 

double jeopardy in subsequent proceedings much easier to determine, 

The adoption of this suggestion would require modification of Proposed 

Rule 15.07 SO as to permit amendments, as and if necessary, when 

guilty pleas are entered to lesser included offenses, or lesser de- 

grees of the same offense. 

4. Proposed ‘Rule lb.01 should permit a plea of nolo contendere 

with the consent of the court. However metaphysical the distinction 

between this and a guilty plea, the public interest is sometimes best 

served by a Plea of nolo contenclere to accommodate intangible factors 

such as were involved in the circumstances surrounding the resignation 

of Mr. Agnew as Vice President of the United States, TO prevent abuse, 

a Proviso might be inserted prohibiting corporations ald cor;porate 

-3- 
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officers or directors from entering pleas of nolo contendere. -- 

5. Proposed Rule 9 is most controversial because in tenor and 

spirit, insofar as reciprocal discovery is required, it violates the 

fundamental constitutional guarantee against self-incrimination. This 

writer relies on the arguments of his colleagues whom he knows will 

object to this proposal on the same or similar grounds. To draw mean- 

ingless distinct.ions between "real." and **testimonial* evidence, and to 

engage in other #strained fancies of pseudo-reasoning needed to sustain 

this rule, can only undermine the Constitution as the bastion of liber- 

ty. The abuses which the proposal seeks to remedy can better be dealt 

with by adoption of Rules 15 and 16, F. R. Crim. P., in substance. us 

a further element of compromise, it might not be objectionable to in- 

corporate, and thus retain, the language of Section 630.14 of Hinne- 

sota Statutes, 

6. Proposed Rule 26.03 subd. 11 (h) and (3.) is fundamentally 

wrong. The burden of proof is on the prosecution, not the defense. 

The defense has nothing to say until the prosecution has spoken. A 

req,uirement that the defense must first speak in final argument is in- 

consistent with tradition and the fundamental idea of the presumed in- 

nocence of the accused. No objection is made to the suggested feature 

of rebuttal and surrebuttal, but reversed order of flnah argument is 

plainly unconstitutional. The want of precedent on this question is 

due to the shocking irregularity of the proposal, which should be 

stricken and replaced with the usual requirement that the prosecution 

make the first argument in final summation. 

7. Finally, if the Court see fit to adopt these rules, with or 

without alterations, at very least a provision should be inserted to 

read substantially as follows: "The adoption of these rules shall not 

be construed to preclude objections in criminal proceedings to the con- 

stitutionalfty or statutory authorization hereof in whole or part, 

either prima facie or as applied." II_" Mithout such a provision, express 

or implied, we would not be able to benefit from experience, and federal 

litigation would be invited. 

212 Vest Vanklin Avenue 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404 

-l&- Telephone 871-8885 
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. LAW OFFICES 

LEFEVERE, LEFLER, HAMILTON AND PEARSON 

CLAYTON L. LEFEVERE 

HERBEkT P. LEFLER 

JOSEPk E. HAMILTON 

CURTIsi A. PEARSON 

J. OENblS O’BRIEN 

JOHN F. DRAW2 

JOHN B. DEAN 

1100 FIRST NATIONAL BANK SUILOING 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402 

January 17, 1975 

TELEPHONE 
(612) 333-0543 

DAVID J. KENNEDY 

WARREIN R. SAGSTUEN 

GLENN1 E. PURDUE 

WILLIAM E. FLYNN 

Mr. John McCartny, Clerk 
Minnesota Supreme Court 
State Capitol Building 
Saint Paul,, Minnesota 55155 

RE: Proposed Rules of Criminal Procedure 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed for filing please find our brief in opposition 
to the proposed rules relating to misdemeanors. The 
brief is filed on behalf of the prosecuting attorneys 
for the Cities of Brooklyn Park, Crystal, Lauderdale, 
Plymouth and Richfield. 

We request that the following be allowed to address 
the Court at the December 31, 1975, hearing: 

Glenn E. Purdue 
Warren R. Sagstuen 

John B. Dean 

GEP:jdb 
Enclosure 

Mr. Purdue: l-20-75 

At this 
Your request to address the court is granted. 

time, 6 others have been granted permissi0.n 
to address the court on these rules. 

J%kM~$%%-2581) 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

IN RE PROPOSED RULES OF ) 
CRIMINAL PROCEDURES 

,' 
BRIEF RFIQUESTING FURTHER 
STUDY OF MISDEMEANOR RULES 

45517 ) ------------------1-__3_________________------------------- 

The undersigned attorneys represent the Cities 

of Brooklyn Park, Crystal, Lauderdale, Plymouth and Richfield 

in the prosecution of misdemeanors, pursuant to the authority 

vested in municipal attorneys in Minn. Stat. 488A.10, Subd. 

11 (1971). After review and study of the Proposed Rules 

as they relate to misdemeanor matters, we recommend the 

Court appoint a panel of persons including individuals 

experienced in misdemeanor prosecution and in law enforce- 

ment together with Municipal Court judges and clerks to 

review anjd revise the proposed rules relating to misdemeanors 

to the end that the goals expressed in Rule 1.02 might be 

fully accomplished. 

While several of the proposed changes would 

serve to (enhance and modernize criminal procedure in the 

State, it is our belief that several of the proposals will 

actually cause unnecessary delay, unjustifiable expense, 

and unreasonable and unnecessary complexity and inflexi- 

bility in the processing of misdemeanor cases. A complete 

review of the Proposed Rules will not be made herein; 

rather, several examples of rules which especially trouble 

us as misdemeanor prosecutors will be cited as examples of 

the need for further study and review. 

Fule 4.02, subd. 5(3), which is apparently 

erroneously referred to as subd. 5(2) throughout the 

Comments, imposes time constraints in the issuance of 

formal complaints following requests therefor at the 
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first ap:pearance. It is a rule for which no reason 

exists, (and one which will greatly increase the time 

and expense required to prosecute cases. Except where the 

defendant is in custody, which is rare in misdemeanor 

cases, the Comment provides no reason for the 36-hour 

period, or for any definite period, and merely states 

that this period ". . . gives the prosecutor in most 

misdemeanor cases as much time . . . as . . . in most 

felony cases." P. 15. The proposal bespeaks a lack of 

knowledge of the practical factors involved in misdemeanor 

practice where the defendant is given an early arraignment 

rather than held in jail until the case is prepared. In 

Hennepin County, the normal period between demand and 

issuance of a formal complaint is 14 days. Further, the 

proposal rectifies no known deficiency in the current 

procedure and supposes the Bench is unable to control 

any rare indefensible delays which may occur in the 

preparation of formal complaints after a request therefor. 

Since most arraignments are held in the morning 

hours, the 36-hour period ends in reality with the close 

of business the following day and in the case of demands 

on Friday, the period e>ffectively ends actually seven and 

one-half hours later. A typical sequence of events in 

such a case under current practice could be as follows. 

The defendant requests a formal complaint at a morning 

arraignment. The prosecutor notes the request and remains 

in court during the remainder of the arraignment session 

and through probation reports and sentencing. He returns 

to his office later in the day and directs an assistant 

to gather arrest reports from the arresting agency, which 

may be thre county sheriff, municipal police, the state 

patrol, or some other agency or private citizen. These 

requests may be made by telephone or letter the same 

day, or later if impossible that day. The arresting 

-2- 
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agency forwards information by mail, often in batches 

to effect economies. Most misdemeanor complaint requests 

involve -the offense of driving under the influence, and 

the resu:Lts of chemical tests may not be available for 

several days. The assistant receives the reports by mail 

and reviews them for sufficiency. If they are insufficient 

to allow a full review of the situation, for more than a 

review of probable cause is required, the arresting officer 

or complainant witness must be personally contacted. Since 

officers work varying shifts, contact may not be made 

immediately, short of declaring an emergency. Where people 

other than police are involved, other delays may be antici- 

pated. After receiving further information, the complaint 

is drafted, typed, reviewed, and mailed to the complainant 

witness. Under the current practice an officer may be able 

to arrange his appearance before a judge for the signing 

of two or more complaints at one time. We must emphasize 

that there is nothing unusual about this sequence of 

events. It represents the normal pattern which repeats 

many times a week. To say this procedure may be accomplished 

in the usual case within 36 hours, without unnecessary 

expense, is to totally ignore reality. The drafters of 

the Comment state that they suppose requests for complaints 

will be few, in view of the discovery rule. They also 

acknowledge most prosecutors have an open file policy now. 

However, they encourage requests for complaints when they 

state "A defendant, of course, may request a complaint under 

rule 4.02, subd. 5(2) [sic] to be better informed of the 

charges against him, . . ." P.33. What defense attorney 

would rather not be "better informed"? In one recent 

arraignme.nt session, approximately 12% of the defendants 

requested complaints, in spite of an open file policy by 

the proseicutor. 

-3- 



It is well-known that the prosecutor of 

misdemeanor offenses differs greatly from the prosecution 

of more seriou,s offenses due to factors such as the volume 

of cases, the differences in consequences of conviction 

to the defendant, the structure of courts, and other 

factors. These differences cannot be ignored, and, while 

the Committee apparently recognizes the same rules should 

not be made applicable to both types of cases, Rule 4.02, 

subd. 5(3) is an example of an unreasonable effort to 

force misdemeanor procedure to too closely resemble felony 

procedure. If any rule is to be imposed on misdemeanor 

situations, it should deal only with situations where the 

defendant is held in custody after his first appearance. 

A second example of a proposal requiring further 

study is Rule 7.03, relating to the discovery of police 

investigatory reports. Such reports occasionally contain 

information which should not be disclosed. For instance, 

confidential sources may be mentioned or methods of 

investigation not generally known about may have been used. 

In domestic cases, neither party may be benefited by 

knowing all the information given to or known to police. 

The rule does not mention juvenile practice. For example, 

what if an accomplice is a juvenile? The end result may 

be that police will be forced to "launder" reports and keep 

some information elsewhere. This will appear to be an 

attempt to conceal information from the defendant, and motions, 

arguments, and continuances will result. On the other 

hand, there is no misdemeanor counterpart to Rule 9.02 

requiring voluntary disclosures by defendants. Further 

review is' imperative, with a view toward the development 

of a rule which will allow proper discovery and yet provide 

some flexibility. 

Rule ,15:07 authorizesYthe"court to accept a 

plea to a lesser offense without the approval of the prosecuting 

-4- 



attorney. This rule violates a basic separation of the 

functions of judge and prosecutor essential to a system 

which protects both the rights of the public and the 

defendant. Prosecuting attorneys may not always have 

a full view of the needs of the public for carrying 

a case forward, and judges may not have facts available 

to the prosecutor which would militate against dismissal 

or amendment of a charge. More important, the proposal 

may well violate the separation of powers mandated by 

Article Three of our Constitution by removing from the 

legislative and executive branch the power to make and 

enforce the laws. In short, the present rules and statutes 

should not be changed without further consideration. 

In many cases, the Comments differ markedly 

with the Rules. References to Rules in the Comments 

are often misnumbered or the Rule cited is non-existent. 

The Comment to Rule 4 provides that where a tab charge 

has been dismissed for failure to file a valid complaint 

within 36 hours, the prosecutor must file a valid complaint 

within 14 days after dismissal or all further prosecution 

is barred, citing Rule 17.06, subd. 4(3). P.15. A review 

of the cited rule deals with the curing of defects in 

indictments and complaints. Indeed, even a citation 

to a 14-day rule is an error, and is apparently inconsistent 

withthe Comment on page 90 which specifies the prosecutor 

has but two days to move for a continuance. The Comment 

to Rule 5 states that trial in a misdemeanor be held 

on a misdemeanor charge within 30 days of 'demand:or 

within ten days if the defendant is in custody, citing 

Rule 6. Rule 6 contains no provision which could even 

remotely support such a comment. There are so many similar 

errors throughout the Comments that one is forced to speculate 

whether the comments were intended to apply to some 

predecessor draft of the rules. 

-5- 
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Several rules appear to be inconsistent. Rule 

3.02, subd. 1 provides that the judicial officer issuing 

a warrant may set conditions for release of the defendant 

by so endorsing the warrant. Yet Ru<le 6.02 provides 

that the conditions of release shall be determined by the 

procedure therein. Rules 15.04, subd. 2(2) and 15.07 may 

be thought in conflict as to whether the court is required 

to accept a plea negotiation proposed by prosecutor and 

defense attorney. There are apparent conflicts between 

other rules. 

This brief is not intended to be critical of the 

Advisory Committee. Indeed there are many Rules and Comments 

which appear well-considered and which serve a needed 

clarification and modification of our present procedure. 

The work of the Committee as applicable to felonies and 

gross misdemeanors should not, however, be marred by the 

adoption of the currently proposed misdemeanor rules. 

While we are not unmindful of the important and 

valuable efforts of the Advisory Committee in the preparation 

of these proposed rules, we are, as misdemeanor prosecutors, 

deeply concerned with many aspects of the treatment given 

to misdemeanors. We fear that the rules relating to 

misdemeanors suffer from a lack of overall experience 

concerning the misdemeanor regions of the criminal justice 

system and are the product of a hurry-up effort to 

finish the project. We have personally heard from police 

officials and members of the municipal bench who are 

disturbed that no input was sought from their ranks 

and that the proposed rules do not reflect the product 

of their experience. We share those views and ask that 

-6- 



the Court refer the misdemeanor rules for further considera- 

tion and input from those involved in misedemeanor practice. 

Resp&ztfully submitted, 

LeFEVERJ3, LEFLER, HAMILTON AND 
PEARSON 

Attorneys at Law 
1100 First National Bank Building 

biiQMa* 
Warren R. Sagstuen 0 

Dated: January 17, 1975 

-7- 
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1 State Capitol Building 
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ANOKA OFFICE 

2115 THIRD AVENUE N. 

ANOKA, MINNESOTA 55303 

TELEPHONL 612/421-1737 

Re: Hearing on Proposed Rules of Criminal Procedure 

3r Sir: 

closed is the original and 19 copies of the Petition of the Hennepin 
unty Municipal Prosecutors Association in the above captioned matter. 

.hc 1, e undersigned requests time to present oral arguments at the hearing 
January 3 I, 1975, in line with the contents of this Petition. 

‘th; ank you for your attention. 

cerely, 

S:rmg 
cls. 

l-20-75 

, Schieffer: 
We have filed and distributed the petition. Your request 

appear has been granted. At this time, about a half a dozen 
lers have indicated that they will also present oral arguments. 



STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

In the Matter of the Adoption of 
Proposed Rules of Criminal Procedure PETITION 

TO THE JUDGES OF THE SUPREME COURT 

I. 

The Hennepin County Municipal Prosecutors Association petitions 

the Court as follows: 

1. That the time for filing of Briefs offering comment 
on the Proposed Rules (January 20, 1975) be extended for 
30 days and that the hearing thereon scheduled for January 
31, 1975 be adjourned and re-opened for additional commen 
on or about March 1, 1975. 

2. That at such time consideration be given to the 
adoption of separate rules of criminal procedure applicable 
to the handling of misdemeanor and petty misdemeanor 
matters in Municipal and County Courts. 

II. 

.t 

Until recently, members of this Association and others have be- 

lieved that separate Rules would be proposed to handle criminal and 

traffic matters in the Municipal and County Courts. The Advisory 

Committee caused drafts, comments, and refinements of Misdemeanor 

Rules to be prepared. Early drafts of the Proposed Rules of Criminal 

Procedure limited their scope to felonies and gross misdemeanors. 

Procedural needs of the high volume of brief hearings required in petty 

criminal and traffic courts create a practical and logical distinction 

between felony and misdemeanor practice. Further time is needed for 



study of the application of the Proposed Rules to misdemeanor cases. 

III. 

Cursory examination of the application of the Proposed Rules to 

misdemeanor practice indicate a need for changes in operating pro- 

cedures of many Police Departments and, in particular, the Minnesota 

Highway Patrol; for increased clerical, record keeping and duplicating 

services in many Police Departments; for additional man hours devoted 

to immediate investigation of petty matters by police personnel; for 

additional hours devoted to the delivery of documents to the office of the 

prosecutor and to the Courts: for substantial increases in budgeted 

amounts for prosecution services due to appearances at arraignments 

and additional hearings, anticipated increase in the number of jury trials, 

evidentiary hearings, motions, and the preparation for such hearings. 

The value obtained from these additional activities is not immediately 

apparent. 

IV. 

These and other ramifications of the application of the Proposed 

Rules to misdemeanor practice have been submitted by other members 

of this Association on behalf of the cities which they represent, 

Minneapolis, Richfield, Plymouth, Brooklyn Center, Medina, Maple Plain 

Corcoran, and others unknown to the undersigned. While these above 

mentioned memoranda are endorsed by this Association, they are not 

exhaustive and further time for study and consideration by this Associ- 

ation and others is urgently requested. 

V. 

This Petition is offered, not in the spirit of resistance to change, 

or without gratitude for the many hours spent in preparation of the 

Proposed Rules by the Advisory Committee. Rather, the additional time 



is requested to the end that a set of Rules may be formulated which is 

understandable to the many ordinary citizens appearing before the mis- 

demeanor courts; which is a response to the actual procedural problems 

which do now or might someday exist; and which will lead to a fair 

trial of the issues or plea to a proper charge, rather than an aborting 

of criminal process based upon procedural defects. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Hennepin County Municipal Prosecutors Ass’n 

January 17, 1975 
r 



CITY OF SAINT PAUL 

OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY 

January 17, 1975 PIERRE N. REGNIER 

The Honorable Robert J. Sheran 
Chief Justice 
Minnesota Supreme Court 
State Capitol 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Dear Mr. Chief Justice: 

We enclose herein our Petition and Brief on the new 
rules for the consideration of the Court. 

We further respectfully request an opportunity to be 
heard orally on January 31, 1975 at such time as the 
Court might permit. 
brief. 

Cur oral presentation will be 

Very truly yours, 

PIERRE N. REGNIER f 

1-21-75 
Messrs. Regnier and Byrne: 

We have filed and distributed your petition and brief. 
Since 8 or 9 others have file$ notices of intention to appear, 
and since the court has another hearing at 2:00 p. m., 
I am sure no one will object to a brief presentation. 
Court convenes at 9:30. 

J%z:hs ' 

City Hall, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102 

612298-5121 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY 
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PIERRE N. REGNIER 
City Attorney 

PHILIP B. BYRNE 
Deputy City Attorney 

647 City Hall and Court House 
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I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

This Brief is respectfully submitted to the Court on 

behalf of the Office of the City Attorney of Saint Paul, 

;Jith the special concurrence of those who have signed the 

Brief and Petition below. 

The City of Saint Paul has exclusive jurisdiction to 

prosecute misdemeanor and petty misdemeanor offenses committed 

within the city limits. It currently employs seven prosecuting 

attorneys, a chief prosecuting attorney, and three secretarial 

clerical employees in its Criminal Division. Prosecuting 

attorneys appear daily in municipal court matters, including 

:riminal arraignments, traffic arraignments, special term 

learings, traffic trials and criminal trials to the court, and 

jury trials. The chief prosecuting attorney administers the 

kiminal Division, and tries all de novo jury trials in the 

Xstrict Court. 

The City prosecutes a wide variety of misdemeanor criminal 

snd traffic offenses including all state cases involving 

failure to file Minnesota income tax returns. During 1972 and 

1973, the Saint Paul Municipal Court disposed of 19,619 and 

18,842 criminal and traffic cased respectively (exclusive of 

)reliminary hearings). See Exhibit A, attached. During the 

first six months of 1974, 10,595 cases were disposed of. Of 

these matters, 1,571 went to court or jury trial in 1972, 1,726 

n 1973, and 733 in the first half of 1974. All of these cases 

7ere within the City's jurisdiction to prosecute. The vast 

majority of such cases are, at present, "tab charged" by the 
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)rosecutor in arraignment court under Minnesota Statutes 

iection 488A.27, Subd. 4, or charged by means of the 

Jniform Traffic Tag (issued by the officer who witnessed 

:he offense, but without a probable cause hearing). 

The Office of the City Attorney of Saint Paul, as a 

latter of policy, and its attorneys as officers of the 

rarious courts in which they practice, seek to assist this 

!ourt on a continuing basis to maintain a fair and effective 

system of criminal justice. This is demonstrated in part by 

bur vigorous efforts in appellate advocacy before this Court 

md by our voluntary discovery policy in criminal matters. 

Defense attorneys are permitted to examine all police reports 

r other records or evidence in our files). In all matters, 

ur objective is not primarily to win or to convict, but to 

.chieve justice. It is in this spirit, a spirit of constructive 

.riticism, that we make our comments on these proposals. 

These comments are addressed only to the Proposed Rules 

hereafter, Rules) as they affect the procedures for handling 

Lsdemeanor or petty misdemeanor offenses. There are many 

seful concepts in the Rules, and we refer to them and support 

hem. On the whole, however, it is obvious that insufficient 

hought and work have thus far gone into the misdemeanor Rules. 

revious Rules drafts have dealt with felonies and gslloss 

isdemeanors, and there has been widespread discussion and 

eview as to those. But this is the first time Rules as to 

isdemeanors have been circulated to the Bar. Even such 

lementary mistakes as conflict between the text of the Rules 

nd the supporting Comments have not been eliminated. These 

ill be referred to below. 

2. 



The Rules as applied to misdemeanors simply do not 

achieve the praiseworthy goals set forth in Rule 1.02. 

On the contrary, they would result in additional expense 

and delay, unfairness to the prosecuting authority and its 

witnesses, and to the public, and more complex procedures 

than now exist. 

II. MAJOR OPPOSITION 

There are two major changes proposed by the Rules in 

isdemeanor procedures which which we believe will result 

major inefficiencies, unnecessary expense, and 

delays for both the Municipal Court and the City. Substantial 

additional staff would be required. These changes are the 

ew sworn complaint procedures and the elimination of the 

wo-tier or de novo system for trying ordinance violations, 

equiring a jury trial for all such matters in Municipal 

First, the new written complaint procedures as 

pplied to misdemeanors will require a substantial increase 

n the professional and secretarial staff of the prosecutor, 

d probably would require additional court reporters and 

dicial and secretarial time. These procedures are by far the 

ost severe in the Rules in creating hardship and inefficiency 

or the prosecution without promoting fairness and justice 

or the defendant. There will be further burdens placed on 

itnesses and complainants. 

Rule 4.02, Subd. 5(3) requires a formal complaint where 

rdered by the Judge or requested by the defense. The Comment 

3. 



IPage 15) indicates a belief that few defendants will make 

such a request because of the additional appearance and 

Lvailable discovery. This is totally unrealistic. It 

Jould become absolutely essential for the defense to request 

L formal complaint, and in every case. Where the practical 

jurden on the prosecution of preparing a complaint under 

:he Rules is great and where, therefore, the chance that 

L case will be lost "in the cracks" is great (or where the 

.egal grounds for attack are increased by the complexities 

nvolved or questions raised), we believe nearly all defense 

tttorneys will, as a matter of course, demand a written, 

sworn complaint. A competent attorney should and will insists 

,n full procedural protections for the defendant where there is 

to real hardship or cost to him. The written complaint will 

lot be waived in favor of discovery, since full discovery 

Jill also be available under Rules 7.03 and 21.09. 

Let us assume counsel waives a complaint and examines the 

:iles of the prosecutor. He will, in addition to having heard 

;he oral charge, know the contents of the police reports and 

ritnesses& statements. On the other hand, should he request 

L written complaint, he will have all of the above available 

:o him as well as a complaint in writing and sworn testimony B-B 
.n either affidavit or transcript form. Such sworn materials 

re essential for trial impeachment. In addition, he has 

:he possibility that witnesses will be unavailable for probable 

:ause purposes, whether to testify or sign affidavits, and thus, 

:he case will be dismissed either "temporarily" at the end of 

.hirty-six (36) hours, R. 4.02, Subd. 5(3); or permanently at 

.he end of fourteen (14) days, Rule 17.06, Subd. 4(3). It is 

4. 



lot altogether clear how long after a charge is dismissed 

for failure to file a written complaint the prosecution has 

20 bring a complaint on probable cause. The Comment at 

?age 15 indicates the prosecution has fourteen days. Rule 

L7.06, Subd. 4(3) apparently intends that the prosecution 

shall move within seven (7) days for an order extending the 

Iefendant's bail and release conditions for a "specified 

Teasonable time" in which to file a new complaint. (This 

is diff;iecult to reconcile with the Comment at Page 90 which 

indicates in the third paragraph that the State has only 

zwo (2) days in which to make such a motion). A specified 

reasonable time is by the Rule defined as not to exceed 

seven (7) days. Therefore, if the prosecution waits to the 

seventh day to file its motion, and if the Court grants a 

full seven (7) days additional, then the prosecution will 

lave fourteen (14) days. As a practical matter, however, 

since the prosecutor will almost certainly have to make his 

notion at the time of dismissal (or create more paper work), 

le will have only seven days as a maximum to re-charge. 

Also, Rule 4.02, Subd. 5(3), requires that where a 

.harge is dismissed for failure to file a valid complaint, 

I warrant shall not be issued until after a summons has 

Been attempted. But in a case where a charge is dismissed 

nd the prosecutor makes his oral motion under Rule 17.06, 

lubd. 4(3), there should be enough flexibility for the Court 

.o set a return date for arraignment on a valid complaint 

nd issue a warrant directly if the defendant does not appear 

, 

‘ 

n that date. 
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All of the above timing is a prosecutor's nightmare, 

2aving very little to do with fairness to the defendant 

in terms of notice and preparation of his defense. 

Then, too, the possibility of error in a written 

complaint proceeding is worthwhile to the defense. For 

example, nowhere do the Rules spell out (1) how much, or 

(2) what kind of evidence is necessary to establish probable 

cause in misdemeanor cases. It is not clear whether the 

requirements applicable to a grand jury indictment are also 

applicable to a misdemeanor complaint. Both must be based 

lpon a finding of probable cause (R. 18.06, Subd. 2; R. 4.02, 

;ubd. 5(3); R. 2.01). In addition, certain felonies may also 

)e brought on complaint (R. 17.01; R. 4.02, Subd. 5(2) ), 

which must similarly be based on a finding of probable cause 

ior which no standards are specified, unless grand jury 

standards are used. It would, therefore, appear to be the 

intent of the Rules that the use of hearsay evidence to 

establish probable cause for sworn misdemeanor complaints 

aould be severely limited by Rule 18.06. 
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This means that the lay witnesses, civilians and 

:omplainants able to give first hand testimony m$st be brought 

n to execute affidavits, or to give oral supplemental 

testimony in misdemeanor cases within thirty-six (36) hours. 

If they are not available, or if judges are not available in 

Lhambers, or if prosecutors are not available to prepare 

affidavits, such cases will simply be dismissed. With these 

possibilities, few defense attorneys can afford to pass up 

2 demand for formal written complaints. At the present time, 

-here are simply not enough prose-outors, judges or court 

reporters to handle the work. The Rules should permit the 

6. 



lse of reliable hearsay evidence to establish probable 

cause in misdemeanor matters. 

Given a formal complaint procedure in every case, 

;he prosecutorial burden -- at least in large urban areas 

vhere there is a high volume of misdemeanor cases -- will 

>e staggering. We are here talking as well of all mis- 

demeanor traffic charges -- those made a misdemeanor by 

their terms and by operation of Minnesota Statutes Section 

L69.89. On any given day, in both criminal arraignment 

:ourt and traffic arraignment court, there will be scores 

If defendants represented by counsel who will demand a 

formal complaint. It involves no exaggeration to predict 

lundreds of additional probable cause hearings each month. 
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In addition, it is not at all clear what the proposed 

:omplaint procedure requires by way of affidavits, sworn 

testimony and allegations in the complaint. Rule 2.01 

requires that the facts which establish probable cause be 

set forth in writing (1) in or with the complaint, or in 

supporting affidavits, and (2) the facts may be supplemented 

)y sworn testimony. The implication from this wording is 

Aearly that probable cause may be based solely on sworn 

Lestimony. Rule 4.02, Subd. 5(3), however, seems to suggest 

;hat supplemental sworn testimony might totally supplant 

sworn affidavits. In any event, this must be clarified and 

it would be our position that any combination of written 

:omplaint, affidavit or oral testimony, together or singly, 

should be permitted to establish probable cause. At present, 

zhe City, in those cases in which complaints must now be 

ssued on probable cause, always uses sworn testimony. To 

:equire additional written materials would involve substantially 

. . 
. . 

II . 
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more secretarial and clerical effort, additional prosecuting 

attorney time, and more time spent by the civilian witnesses 

or complainants. 
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Of course, if the City is permitted under the Rules or 

any revision thereof to go solely on sworn testimony, the 

present Rules 2.01 and 5.01 require the reporter to transcribe 

and file the testimony and, further, require that it shall be 

provided to the defendant at his initial appearance. The 

Comment to Rule 5 (Page 19) states that the transcript must 

be provided "as soon as it is available". This timetable is 

lot spelled out in the Rule itself, and should be. With the 

number of cases going to probable cause hearings, and with 

ihe number which we would like to handle by oral testimony, 

it is readily apparent that the court reporters available 

uould be overwhelmed by the load, particularly if hearsay is 

lot allowed. The likely response of the judges of Municipal 

Court would be to refuse to sign or entertain any formal 

:omplaint unless supported entirely by affidavit. 

Thus, it is evident that at present levels of staffing, 

leither the Municipal Court nor prosecuting authority in 

Saint Paul will be able to function under the new Rules 

regarding written complaints. Of course, with substantial 

increases in staff, and disregarding the added burdens on 

Lay witnesses, compliance could be had. But it is difficult 

;o see where any significant gains in the fairness of the 

system for the defendant have been achieved in the misdemeanor 

srea by this expense. This is not'the time to increase the 

lurdens of victims of crime or lay witnesses for speculative 

advantages to defendants. 

. 

. 
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We believe that with full discovery under proposed 

Rule 7.03 of the prosecutor's file (which we now allow 

in St. Paul as a matter of routine practice), there is no 

need for formal sworn complaints. If there is a need for 

a complaint in writing, this could be done by written 

:omplaint on a case by case basis as is now done. 

B. The second major change, as we view it, proposed 

by the new Rules is the abolition of the "two-tier" system 

!or the trial of ordinance charges under which there would be 

:he right to a jury trial in all ordinance charges in 

[unicipal Court. We strongly urge the Rules be amended to 

*etain the existing system. 

At present, a defendant, if charged with an ordinance 

iolation, is entitled to a'jury trial in District Court only 

.f he is convicted in Municipal Court. This trial is de novo 

nd as a matter of right, and may be had either after a trial 

r a plea of guilty. The large majority of ordinance charges 

re resolved without a jury trial. 

There are no statistics available as to precisely the 

nmber of misdemeanors charged in St. Paul annually. However, 

sing rough estimates, somewhat less than one percent (1%) 

f criminal ordinance charges are appealed to District Court'. 

We believe that the present system offers a fair, consti- 

utional balance between the need for speedy and efficient 

ettlement of the more minor type of criminal cases and the 

ight to have one's guilt determined by a jury. This Court 

The Clerk of Court tabulates criminal cases under traffic 
violations and other violations. Since traffic charges 
are either statutory misdemeanors (with the right to a jury 
trial in Municipal Court) or petty misdemeanors (with no 
jury trial in any court), the "other violations" category 
will principally be subject to the de novo jury system. In 
1972, 1973 and 1974, there were 42, 38 and 45 such de novo 
appeals calendared for jury trial (out of roughly 4,600 to 
4,800 total matters disposed of), or roughly less than 1% 
of all ordinance cases charged. See Exhibit A. 
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recognized that fact in City of St. Paul v. Hitzman, 

195 Minn. 301, 204 N.W.2d 417 (1973). The proposed Rule 

ail1 cause congestion of the court calendar and excessive 

ielays in bringing matters on for trial. We need not 

ietail all of the many undesirable aspects of delays in 

zhe criminal calendar. A fair determination of fact issues, 

whether by the Court or jury, is certainly hindered by delay. 

Che relevance of the sentence imposed and its effectiveness 

in punitshment, deterrence and rehabilitation is lessened by 

ielay. Emansion of the jury calendar will also increase 

;he delays in court trial assignments since it is assumed 

zhe Court would apportion any delays among other matters 

appearing on the calendar. (,The Comment at Page 21, Number 

L2, indicates that trial is to be held either within thirty 

iays or ten days, and refers to Rule 6. We are unable to 

iind this provision in Rule 6 or any other Rule. This over- 

sight should be clarified. If there is such a requirement, 

Lt will clearly have a major impact on the misdemeanor 

:riminal justice system). 

It is apparent, in connection with this matter of 

:equiring jury trials, that the drafters of the Rules did 

lot consult with anyone &n a major city's municipal court 

system. A glaring example of this is the provision in 

lule 26.01, Subd. l(3), which permits a defendant to withdraw 

1i.s waiver of jury trial at any time prior to commencement 

bf trial. This approves and permits a defendant to waive 

G.s jury trial at arraignment and then come up to the date of 

;he court trial, determine whether the prosecution has its 

ritnesses available, and if so, withdraw his jury waiver and 

tsk for a jury trial. In almost every case this would result 

10. 



in a delay to another date and great harassment to the 

court system and prosecution. This could be solved with 

the addition of more judges and prosecutors, but this 

provision hardly seems anything more than a ploy for the 

lenefit of defense counsel. This is also another hardship 

1-n civilian witnesses who might be involved in the matter. 
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The provision by which certain misdemeanors are to be 

iesignated by the prosecutor as petty misdemeanors under 

iule 23.04 simply will not help to reduce the expected 

increase in jury trial settings. First of all, it requires 

zhe consent of the defendant. Any waiver or consent given 

)y the defendant without first an opportunity to consult 

:ounsel would be open to attack. This would particularly 

)e true where even though no incarceration was possible, a 

:onviction might involve the loss of a valuable license 

,e.g., driver's license, business license, liquor license) 

)r might involve a relatively high fine, or where the conduct 

)r crime involved is commonly understood by the community 

;o be criminal. As one example, given the language of 

Minnesota Statutes Section 169.89, where certain offenses 

ire required to be charged as misdemeanors, it would probably 

)e the positionof the licensing authority that designation 

uould have no effect on their decisions to suspend, revoke 

2r cancel after a given offense. 

It seems unlikely that an attorney would consent on 

lehalf of his client to designation in cases where no jail 

zime is normally given and where important collateral con- 

sequences will result from a conviction such as listed above, 

involving valuable licenses, community shame, and the like. 

11. 



In the case where a defendant is without counsel and consents 

to designation, whether at arraignment or later, his waiver 

3f counsel may be withdrawn at any time. Rule 5.02, Subd. 2, 

nakes the appointment of counsel discretionary in petty 

nisdemeanors, whether by original or later designation, but 

once appointed, it would seem that the defendant could on 

advice of counsel withdraw his consent to designation as a 

petty misdemeanor and request a jury trial. This would, of 

course, cause extra delays in the jury calendar. As noted 

above, a jury trial waiver may be withdrawn at any time. 

There are additional problems with the provision in 

Xule 23.04 for designation. There is no language dealing with 

2 simple declaration by the judge that in a given case he will 

lot impose incarceration, in effect creating a petty misdemeanor, 

without either the consent of the prosecutor or the defendant. 

Ct might fairly be anticipated that "unreasonable" refusals 

20 designate or to consent thereto would be met by such 

judicial action. Second, this power substantially invades 

;he sentencing discretion of judges and is, in effect, a way 

;o bind the judges' hands by sentence plea bargaining. It 

seems unlikely, although this may be speculation, that 

designation as a petty misdemeanor would take place at all 

except in the context of plea bargaining, particularly where 

;he congestion of the calendar makes it appear it is in the 

jest interests of the prosecution to designate. 

Finally, if the Court does determine to retain the 

le novo jury trial for ordinance cases, then the standards 

governing sentencing in Rule 28.06, Subd. 2, need revision. 

:n the present de novo system, and under the new Rules were 

.t to be kept, a defendant may simply plead guilty and appeal. 

12. 



sentence &s imposed or may be imposed without sworn testimony 

snd, customarily, a factual basis is supplied from the police 

reports. Also, a court trial may be had in which the 

iefendant, knowing he will appeal, stays off the stand and 

ioes not testify (in-effect treating the court trial as a 

preliminary hearing). In each of these cases, under Rule 

28.06, the District Court judge could not impose a more 

ievere sentence even though, after hearing at a de novo jury 

rial all the witnesses and the defendant, he determined that 

.t was needed. It would also be impossible for the District 

:ourt in most cases to determine whether the lower Court knew 

r did not know of the defendant's conduct now apparent in 

&strict Court without calling in the lower Court judge to 

beview the proceedings de novo. 

We would strongly urge the Court to return to the 

sentencing standards laid down recently in State v. Ernest 

'ohnscin, Minn. 9 216 N.W.2d 904 (1974). These 

tandards permit the Court to sentence de novo, taking into 

ccount all relevant sentencing considerations, but prohibit 

my sentence which is vindictive or intended to punish the 

.efendant for exercising his right to a jury trial. This 
rould permit consideration of such factors as the defendant's 

estimony, his demeanor, his contrition or lack of it, his 

ast record, rehabilitation and sentencing possibilities, 

one of which would fit the "identifiable conduct not known 

o the county court" test in Rule-28.06. 

III. OTHER PROVISIONS OPPOSED 

There are four proposed changes we feel need revision 
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or clarification which lack the impact of the complaint 

procedures and jury trial Rules discussed, but which are 

significant enough in our judgment to warrant discussion. 

These are the provisions governing appointment of counsel; 

discovery; evidentiary or Rasmussen-type hearing; and 

appealable orders. 

A. Rule 5.02, Subd. 2, provides for the appointment, 

in cases of financial inability, of counsel, as well as 

for waiver by the defendant either in writing or on the 

record. It is not totally clear whether this waiver can 

be withdrawn by the defendant and, if so, whether other 

decisions made by the defendant when without counsel can 

similarly be revoked, such as consent to designation as a 

petty misdemeanor, waiver of jury trial, waiver of pretrial 

notions including suppression, waiver of pretrial conference. 

Lt would appear that the Rule contemplates that a waiver of 

counsel can be withdrawn. If this is so (and clarification 

is in order), a better procedure would be simply to refuse 

to accept any waiver of counsel until after the defendant 

las been afforded an opportunity to consult counsel, so that 

any waiver will have been made on that basis. After that is 

ione, in the unlikely event waiver is still desired, it should 

le binding on the defendant. If it is not and the Court 

permits withdrawal of a waiver, at the very least, all action 

snd inaction by the defendant, whether in taking affirmative 

steps or neglecting to do any such things in a timely fashion, 

;hoihld be binding. 

B. Second, Rule 7.03 and Rule 21.09 provide for discovery 

in misdemeanor cases. Rule 7.03 deals with inspection of 

jolice investigatory reports. We see two problems with the 

14. 



current wording of this proposal. First, the time when 

discovery is to be made needs clarification. It states 

that inspection may be made "prior to arraignment or at 

any time before trial' without specifying in whose hands 

the exact timing is controlled. "Prior to arraignment" 

should not include the time prior to the actual charging 

of an offense or time when the offense is being investigated. 

Second, the use of reproduction of such reports is a very 

serious problem, particularly where the defendant can 

obtain them independent of counsel. Such reports should 

be written for the purpose of aiding in investigations of 

crime, for refreshing recollections of officers, and for 

assisting prosecutors in case preparation. They should 

not be written with an eye toward eventual public dissemination 

3r toward possession by the defendant or those to whom he 

gives them. It would be easy to predict that such reports 

would be much more brief and useless for their principal 

purposes. Such reports would also be useless for discovery. 

We strongly urge the Court modify this provision to 

provide inspection only, or if reproduction is a necessity 

in the Court's view, that the defense attorney be required 

;o certify that he will maintain the reports in hisrpossession 

only and use them solely to assist in the defense of his case. 

Chese reports contain the names of witnesses who might be 

larassed if their names and addresses were circulated. The 

Lack of restriction in the Rule on use of such reports also 

Irings near the likelihood of a breach of the Code of 

?rofessional Responsibility, DR 7@107, which limits disclosures 

)y prosecuting authorities in criminal cases. 
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c. Third, Rule 12.04, Subd. 3, provides that an 

videntiary hearing (including suppression questions) 

s to be held in court trials either separately or as 

'art of the trial "in the discretion of the Court". We 

rould urge this be modified to read that the hearing 

hould be held as part of the court trial unless other- 

rise requested by the prosecutor. This change would 

ermit the prosecution to preserve its appeal rights in 

hose cases where such a procedure would be likely. If 

he hearing is held as part of the trial; the defendant 

rould necessarily have been put in jeopardy and, thus, no 

.ppeal would be permissible. Minnesota Statutes Section 632.11. 

D. lastly, Rule 28.08, Subd. 2 and Rule 29.03, Subd. 1, 

rovide for appeal by the prosecuting authority of certain 

retrial orders, not including dismissals for want of probable 

ause or dismissals under Minnesota Statutes Section 631.21. 

he Comment (Page 192) indicates these exceptions represent 

ituations where no right of appeal is needed because the 

ase may be reinstated by other means, presumably by pro- 

eeding to obtain on adequate probable cause a formal written 

omplaint. There have been dismissals purporting to be 

ursuant to Minnesota Statutes Section 631.21 in which the 

udge has directed that no complaint be re-issued, or that 

f a complaint be re-issued, it should be brought before the 

ame judge for probable cause. In this situation under the 

ules, the prosecuting authority could be without an appellate 

eview. This could be handled by simply striking the exception, 

ince the prosecuting authority in almost every case would 

ttempt, if possible, to re-issue the complaint ghort of appeal. 
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IV. PROVISIONS SUPPORTED 

We do support a number of general and specific matters 

proposdd as part of the Rules as these relate to misdemeanors 

and will touch on them briefly. 

These encompass inclusion of misdemeanors within the scope 

of the Rules, or the notion of a specific codification of 

rules for misdemeanors; the use of a summons in lieu of warrants; 

the use of citations in misdemeanor cases; specification of 

nethods of voir dire in jury cases; and the permission of 

rebuttal closing argument in criminal cases. 

A. First, we support wholeheartedly efforts to promulgate 

3 code of procedural or procedural-substantive provisions to 

govern misdemeanor crkmes which will be uniform throughout 

-he State. Without such rules, procedures would be covered 

>y locally adopted rule or by reference to District Court 

[felony) rules where applicable. It must be obvious from the 

jroposed rules here that the needs and problems in misdemeanor 

:ases are not readily solved by rules designed for felonies. 

[n this connection, Rule 1.01 should be amended to include 

jetty misdemeanors within the scope of the Rules. 

B. The second two matters which we feel will improve 

existing procedures are the preference for summons in lieu 

of warrants and the preference for issuance of citations 

rather than arrests (which will require the establishment of 

3 "violations bureau" analogous to the existing traffic 

violations bureaus). 

In each case, the officer making the decision to issue a 

summons or a citation, and this could be variously the Court, 

3 clerk of Court, a police officer, or prosecuting authority, 

is required to use his discretionary judgment based on a number 

17. 



of both tangible and intangible factors. See Comments, 

Page 8, Pages 26-27. In partial recognition of this 

discretion, failure to issue a summons or citation when 

in retrospect or on review the defendant should not have 

oeen arrested, is not a jurisdictional defect. This ' 

Comment should really be expressed in the text of the Rules. 

30 many consequences could flow from a finding of an invalid 

arrest by way of written complaint procedures, new motions 

to dismiss on recharging, suppression of statements and 

admissions and physical evidence, that it would be in the 

interests of efficiency to foreclose this question in the 

Xules. In addition, if any arrests are held invalid under 

these Rules, it will have the effect of forcing officers to 

issue citations in cases where this really should not be done, 

sith possible serious consequences to crime victims or the 

general public. 

Rule 6.01, Subd. 1, does not define "law enforcement 

officer" but, presumably, is intended to have a different 

denotation than "peace officer" in Chapter 629 of the Minnesota 

statutes. Even so, the terminology should be clarified so 

zhat all persons charged with the enforcement of housing, 

luilding and health codes, for example, could also issue 

:itations. 

Second, it would seem that the requirement of certified 

nail in Rule 3.03, Subd. 1 and Subd. 3 is superfluous. In 

;he event the defendant does not appear at the su@moned time 

Imd place, a warrant will be issued, no matter how service 

ws attempted. Even were the Rule to require a "return 

:eceipt requested", it is probably an open question whether 

:egular or certified mail is more likely to reach the defendant. 
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Certified mail with a return receipt is most useful only 

for proof of delivery. Therefore, given the costs involved, 

the Rule should permit service by regular mail to encourage 

the use of summons. 

In addition, there is another point needing clarification. 

Rule 4.02, Subd. 3, requires that the prosecuting attorney 

be notified of an arrest "as soon as possible" after the 

arrest so that he might order the defendant released from 

zustody. Apart from the fact that there is no indication of 

vhat factors are to be involved in making this decision as 

are spelled out in Rule 6.01, it would seem that the prosecuting 

attorney must be available for telephone calls at all hours 

of night or day on every single misdemeanor arrest, including 

driving under the influence, assaults, or crimes where there 

is danger of further crimes such as domestic fights and the 

Like. This would certainly be an unnecessary hardship and 

administrative burden in a large city such as Saint Paul. We 

rJould suggest that in view of the fact that the defendant 

nust be in court within thirty-six (36) hours, Rule 4.02, 

Subd. 5, that notice to the prosecuting attorney be stricken. 

This will, of course, mean a Saturday and Sunday assignment 

court, and will cause manpower needs for both the prosecuting 

authority, the court system and the defense bar. 

c. Lastly, in endorsing jury selection procedures under 

Xule 26.02 and trial procedures under Rule 26.03, we par- 

zicularly support the use of preliminary jury instructions 

under Rule 26.03, Subd. 4 and rebuttal closing argument under 

jubd. 11. It would be far preferable to both the present 

system and the proposed rules to have the federal order of 
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argument; prosecution, defense, and prosecution rebuttal. 

The proposal in Subd. 11 goes a long way, however, to 

removing the unfairness of the present system. The limitation 

on prosecution rebuttal should be deleted so that both sides 

may make limited but pertinent rebuttal. 

We would also suggest the Rules provide for the sub- 

mission of the judge's instructions to the jury in writing 

as well as orally. Most, if not all, judges use a great many 

standard instructions capable of reproduction in advance. It 

is a relatively simple matter to use multiple carbon sets to 

type the few specialized instructions which might be required 

in any given case. It would also be possible to reproduce in 

advance many specialized instructions, keeping them available 

in the clerk's office. 

It is likely that few attorneys and judges would be able 

to recall, were they asked to do so, word for word the 

instructions given in a criminal case, yet all would aggee 

that nearly every sentence in the instructions is essential. 

Jritten instructions, taken into the jury room for use in 

deliberations, would be of substantial benefit to fairness 

2nd justice. 

V. PLEA BARGAINING 

We add a brief note on the ratification of plea bargaining 

:ontained in Rule 15.04, believing that plea bargaining is a 

xactical compromise of the purposes of the criminal justice 

system, a necessary evil at best. Justice is more certainly 

ione, the public is better informed, the victims of crime 

issured that the perpetrator is dealt with, and the defendant 
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better represented by a public trial, whether to the Court 

or to the jury. Plea bargaining is a haven for counsel 

unskilled or reluctant to engage in trial defense, a device 

to camouflage weak prosecution evidence or uncertain 

witnesses, and a denial of the right of the public and the 

victim to know that justice is working. 

It seems impossible to attempt a fair exploration in 

practice of the workability of a system without plea bargaining. 

Nonetheless, until it is clear that no such exploration is 

possible, we strongly urge the Court to withhold its unqualified 

approval of plea bargaining. 

We further urge that the trial court judge not be required 

as a matter of duty to accept a plea bargain, even under the 

standards set forth in Rule 15.04, Subd. 2(2). It would be 

far preferable to insure his sentencing discretion. 

In connection with plea bargaining and the entry of pleas 

in Rule 15, three changes should be made. Rule 15.05 provides 

for the withdrawal of pleas, but does not cover the common 

situation in misdemeanors where one or more charges have been 

dismissed in consideration of a plea to one or more matters. 

Where the plea is withdrawn, the charges dismissed should be 

reinstated automatically without the necessity of going through 

probable cause hearings or other formal procedures. This 

should be clarified in the Rule. Second, there will be cases 

in which a plea is withdrawn, when under Rule 15.06 the 

plea discussions , plea agreement and plea will be inadmissible 

in a later hearing or trial against the defendant. This 

should not apply to statements or testimony of the defendant 

made for the purpose of establishing a factual basis for the 

plea, nor to any inquiry made pursuant to Rule 15.01 or Rule 
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15.02, which is not relative to plea discussions or agreements. 

Finally, the pro se defendant is on the face of Rule 15.04, 

Subd. 1, foreclosed from plea bargaining. While there may be 

good reasons for prohibiting all plea bargaining with pro se 

defendants, it would appear to be more fair to permit it under 

suitable restrictions. 

VI. PETITION 

In conclusion, we the undersigned respectfully request 

that this Court return the Rules to committee for further 

study and deliberation, either totally or only as they relate 

to misdemeanors. 

To restate, although there is much that is good in the 

Proposed Rules and many of the concepts embodied therein 

nust be retained, on balance, the effect of their adoption 

will be harmful. They will permit unreasonable delay and 

result in more expensive prosecution. They provide a wide 

array of traps and surprises for the prosecution and an 

arsenal of procedural gambits for the defense, bearing little 

relation to ultimately fair, factual determinations or just 

sentencing. 

Submitted this 2&k day of January, 1975. 

PIERRE N. REGNIER- 
City Attorney 

Deputy C%ty Attorney 
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kl&?K E. VILLAUME III 
Assistant City Attorney 

moms R. HUGHES 
Assistant City Attorney 

stant City Attorney 

Assista& City Attorney 

pILq&M'M. KRONSCHNABEL 
Legal Intern - Senior Practice Rule 

JAdES E. 
As'sistant City Attorney 

ARTHUR M. NELSON 
Assistant City Attorney 

Assistant City Attbrney \ / 
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February 19, 1975 
. 

Mi nnesotac,Supreme Court 
State Capj.tol 
Aurora and Park Avenues 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Dear Justices: 

The Ramsey County Chiefs of Police Association, at its meet- 
ing on February 14, 1975, took the following action relating 
to the Petty Misdemeanor Law: 

It was moved and seconded that the Ramsey County 
Chiefs of Police Association request the Supreme 
Court to delay implementation of the new rules 
of criminal procedure until such time as some 
in-put is received from the Chiefs of Police Associ- 
ation re suggested corrections, or changes, and the 
rules are amended accordingly. Motion carried. 

If you have any questions concerning this action, please 
call me, 633-6711. 

Yours truly, 

q&J A@ 
Patrick J, Sexton, Secretary 
Ramsey County Chiefs of Police Association 
1450 West Highway 96 
Arden Hills, Minnesota 551 I2 
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HIGHWAY PATROL DIVISION 
110 HIGHWAY BUILDING 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

febnuany 7, 1975 

CkZerrh 04 the Minnebo;ta Supneme Couhk 
State CapikoR 
SX. Pa&, MN 55155 

2000-09-021 

Vc?att 5th: 

We have heviewed Xhe MLnneao;ta Pnopohed RuCeb ad CniminaL 
Pmcedune and dedihe Ro commc?n.t on RuRe 3.03, Subd. 3 and 
RuRe 6.01, Subd. 1 (?)(a) and (b). 

Rule 6.01, Subd. 1 (l)(a) and (b) aa proposed trequihed -the 
heleaae a& a pendon accused ad a pe;tky mibdemeanot id Xhe 
accused agneea /to sign a citaLion. We would unge Xha;t Rule 
6.01 be modidied ;to pnovide ;thak naandaXotLy &&ease upon 
b.igna;tuke don a petty miademeanok obdenbe kg not /requitLed 
where ;the ahhehiting od&iceh han heahon ;to beRieve Xhe 
accused may leave Xhe b;ta.te. ThA bi;tua;tion ia pht?henZty 
covehed by MS 169.91, Subd. 7 (6). 

While mob;t ;thaddic oddenaeb ahe pet;ty mihdemeanohh unReda 
committed in a mannek ;to endangeh oh be LiheLy ;to endangen 
petaona oh p&apenXy and Uhe ;thehedohe “minotr” oddenseb, 
fhCL,(&ic bad&y Lb nevehthelehb in@uenced by adminibXhaXion 
06 Zhe Raw and .thehe mUb$ be heaaonable ahhuhance ;tha;t ad- 
minidtnation ad /the Raw wiU be aecuhed. 

OUh ahea 06 concehn hehe Lb ;tha;t undeh -the pnopoded h&e 
a non-hehidenX cixted doh a pe;tXy miademeanoh RhU~diC obden4e 
whiRe paahing Xhhough Minnesota wouLd have to be tLe.&eaaed 
upon h.Lh w&iaXen phomibe $0 appeah. White dome oh Xhebe 
petrdond would honoh theih commiaXmen2 and uppea&, oXhen 
wouRd comple,<ely diahegahd Xhe ma&ten upon Rcaving -the 
n;tate. l&huLng wahhan;tA in nuch cabeb ih CangeLy a waake 
06 e&$oh;t. 

We beLLeve entahging athe hute 20 pehmi.?f a pokice o~&tceh $0 
extxcibe judgmenlt in .thia UhQU would phomoke e$decLLve and 
uniaotLm a%a~~ic Raw U2~ohcemen.t by phecluding .the ALtua$ion 
whche a pa&&e oa&iceh chattged a ,thUb&ic odderthe aa 
” endangehkzg l1 mehety $0 phoceed wilth ;the poating 06 bail! oh 



Ckkhh ad ;the Minnebo.ta Suphkmi CULL& febhuahy 7, 1975 

.the oppoai~te Ai~UU~iO~ whmte a police o~&iceh, knowing ;that he 
could no;t hequihe khe poa;ting ad bail, would AimpRy petLm&t Xhe 
addenden to phoceed wi;thou.t endoncement ac;tion. AdditionalLy, 
id the couhX h&e4 pehmix the CtObing 06 a pe.?Xy mibdemeanoh 
CUbe upon doh6ei.tu&e-.n6 bail ah cbnfemplaXed by MS 169.95 and 
171.07, Subd. 73, ;the,he would be no need $a employ ;the AUmrTIOtZb 
and wahhant phoceduheb in .the typica& cube 06 Rhib Xype bince 
bail doh6ei;tuhe would conclude khe maHen. 

Wi.th hebpec.t .to RuRe 3.03, 
.)’ 

Subd. 3, we hequebX Rhat WUhhUn~b 
aoh peLty mibdemeanohb~ nof be ahbiithahi.ty ixcktuded dhom ;the 
nigh;tcap phoceduhe. We SeeL adequate badeguahdb would e26ib-t 
whehe a judiciaR o~&iceR mUb,t pabb on zthe inC&.LbiOVL 06 a 
nightcap on a peaYy mibdemeanoh wahhan;t. ‘Thehe ahe many in- 
+tUnCeb whehe ;the accubed in a wahhavd bikua&ion ib RocatabRe 
only a2 nighR: oh on Sundayb oh holidays. WhehLe a pehbOn hub 
no;t honohed hib Whikten pnomibe .to appeah oh con.tacked Rhe 
COUhR to make okheh ahhangemenXb, we &eR ;the hu&e nhouRd pet- 
mi.t Rhe accused to be a/rhea-ted width a phopehly endohbed 
wahhant at an houh when buch Uhhebit can be accomp.Uahed. 

We UppheciU& any conbidehation which can be given auk he- 
qUeb$ and would be pleabed ;to duhnibh add.iLional indohmaXion 
id buch sib debihed. 

I - . 
o.toneR Sameb 

innebo;ta SaZaXtc! PaZttlo 
“4 

JCC/ jb 
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WARREN SPANNAUS 

*TTORNCv OENERAI. 
ST. PAUL 55155 

February 3, 1975 

. 
The Honorable Fallon Kelly 
Justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court 
State Capitol 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Dear Justice Kelly: 

Thank you for permitting a member of my staff to 
appear in opposition to Proposed'Rule of Criminal Procedure 
26.03, subd, 11(h) and (i). I have just been informed that 
those desiring to reply to the Advisory CommitteeVs rebuttal 
must do so forthwith as you are starting your deliberations 
today. Please consider this letter as'such reply. 

It is the spokesman for the Advisory Committee's point 
that the order of closing argument is a matter upon which reason- 
able people will always'disagree. Therefore, its reasoning goes, 
the court should adopt the committee's recommendation, because 
it is at least as good as any other. ' 

With all due respect we take great issue 'with 'both the 
approach and the result. .As you are aware, -the-e%sfing statutory 
provBion permits the state to argue.first and defendant last. 
Minn. Stat. 631.07 (1974). We"agree that. some people feel the 
first argument is most advantageous, while many others prefer 
the last. This is the disagreement to which the Advisory 
Committee really refers. However, no one to my knowledge would 
disagree that the Proposed Rule to which we object 
defendants both possible advantages -- first 

gives to 

In my judgment, given the fact and weight of 
l&St argument. 
burden” of proof 

which the state already must meet in every criminal prosecution, 
this proposal will impose, a new and uq@ecessary imFediment to 
obtaining a just result. Now is not the time to make 'it more 
difficult to obtain a conviction in a proper case. 

Our view is that the party carrying the burden of proof 
should be permitted to argue last. As pointed out in the attached 
memorandum, this is the practice in the overwhelming number of 

-..-.-.--- -- ---.--- --~__. ._.-- -.._ __.. 
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state and federal jurisdictions. I can see no sound reason 
for Minnesota to be different on this score. Nor do I feel that 
it has been demonstrated that the Proposed Rule is an improvement 
over the existing practice. 

We would acknowledge that the Proposed Rule here in 
question does provide for a state's "rebuttal" if a defendant's 
argument is "improper." We are concerned that given the total 
lack of case law definition as to what is "improper" for a defense 
counsel, and given the natural reluctance of trial judges to grant 
a rebuttal from which a reversible appeal may lie, this right 
of surrebuttal will be rarely if ever permitted. In any event, 
it does not provide sufficient balance to the order of closing 
'argument. 

We urge that the state be permitted to argue last, 
or at a minimum, the present statutory scheme be retained. 
Thank you for your consideration of our concerns. 

Very truly 

Jh 
WARREN SPAN 
Attorney Gen 

Attach. 
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Dear .' 
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. '.. '; 
,.,. '. ,_, Last Saturday morning the Advisory~, CXx&iittee oil &e 

" 
Proposed,,Rules,of Criminal Procedure,.graciously petiaitted a..:, 
member of.my staff. to.,.app:ear and p?esent my views. concerning." 

. .the o~de~;of'closi'~g~.argumont....Ee again reiterated my belief. .., 
that ,the published Proposed ,919.e 26.03 subd, 11(h)-(i) places'. 

. . too greatan additional burden. ori,.the 'pi+ which carries the 
burden of proof in crfininal.cascs I : . '. ;' . . .. ,; . :' ', ., :: L. .'.. \ 

'. . i.,. : . . . .:: ; ._ c -. 
lie reported to me' that 'a mc%.f'ied proposal was 

-' before the Cozxvittca whidh had been rcco,mzzendad by one or " 
more members of,the Supreme Court..' ,,The p,roposal is apparently 
a modification of'the majority rule which is, followed by the 
Fcderal,courts'and 34 stntes...:;.I+hile we have called for 
adoption of 'the m~jority%xle, i.e.;' Prosecut& -'.defcndant - 
Prosecutor (without~limitation)~ is the consensus of my. ; 
staff and' I that the nodified'proposed order of closing 
z!rglLment, i.e., P?osecutor - defendant - Prosecutor ,(linitod 
re!Xtt~l 0Zyj, is .a marked k@XWCIi?C?~t over our present 
statutory scheme and certainly vastly,nore acceptable than 
the Proposed: Rule contained in the Advisory Committeo*,s 
published recoirmendations; : x ,'y ,'. '. 

:. ,' . '. 
.'i ~EI thercforo withrjra~.;ing ny requdkt that the 

'Court adopt the majority rule from other jurisdictions] I 
respectfully .urge you to favorably qonsider the new.proposal 
referred to above.: .Thank you for your considered attention. . . . . . .".,* '.I'. 

I ', .; 
'. Ve+.,tiruly,yours, 
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